
People living with HIV AIDS have
many different faces and with
that vastly different stories to

tell And it s not all doom and gloom
though of course there is a lot of that
There are also stories of optimism and
strength that are beacons of light in an
otherwise bleak landscape

The Actors Studio and theMalaysian
AIDS Foundation came together this
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year with the express purpose of
celebrating these individuals and their
stories with the idea of educating and
entertaining at the same time

First there was the recent Life Sdn
Bhd series with Datuk FaridahMerican
a showcase of stories about those

living with HIV AIDS And come May
12 to June 20 The Actors Studio and
the Malaysian AIDS Foundation are
presenting an original musical theatre
production Adam The Musical directed
by Joe Hasham OAM

Playwright actor and theatre
director Mark Beau de Silva was

approached to write the script and
even though he was unfamiliar with
the subject matter he took it on as a
challenge little knowing at that time
just how difficult it would be

I ve always written plays based
on my own experiences I ve never
thought of writing something like this
he says I was scared it was not an
easy thing to write about something I
didn t know about I wrote four different

full scripts but they were all not good
enough

Mark then embarked on a road trip
with the Malaysian AIDS Council to
see first hand the various kinds of help
the organisation extends to people
with the disease and its efforts in

educating the public at large In what
Mark describes as a truly eye opening
trip he also had the chance to visit
and talk with HIV positive people
and found out about the studies

being conducted on the spread of the
disease in this country

He came backwith muchmaterial

to write about but there was still that
missing spark After I came back

from the trip I wrote a fewmore bad
scripts I needed that connection to
feel something personal inside to write
it The deadline was approaching and
there was nothing good coming out I
thought maybe I wasn t the person to
doit

But at the eleventh hour inspiration
struck in a most unusual way Mark
was sitting in an airport lounge last
year waiting to board a flight to South
Korea where he was to take part in an

artist s residency programme and he
started to feel isolated and alone a

feeling that people living with HIV
AIDS are no strangers to

I felt that isolation and I just got
the inspiration to write After that it
just started building he says I m
happy to say that it s not just a story
about HIV AIDS but also myself what
I feel as a person I ve put that in
the main characters It s really about
people and life

He continues I wanted to recreate
the feeling I got when I saw these
people the first thing that was very
apparent was there was no sense
of oh I m going to die They were so
positive evenmore than I am as a
person It s funny howwe who are HIV
negative look on themwith pity But
they say celebrate with us They ve
already reached a point where they say
what s the worse that could happen to
me I wanted to put that across in the
play that you can still go on

Mark penned a love story about
Sylvia who falls for Adam Whilst
preparing for their wedding Adam
suddenly falls ill and becomes
hospitalised and Sylvia is thrown
into an emotional upheaval She
moves through friends family and
strangers their stories of life death
and surviving provide comfort horror
and love Their stories indirectly show
the past present and future of her

life if she chooses to still marry the
sleeping Adam

In true Mark Beau de Silva style
the story has plenty of drama and
poignancy peppered with healthy
doses of humour It will be brought
to life by a talented cast including
Malik Taufik Mark Sobels Tria Aziz
Sandra Mannas Wolf Fairuz Tauhid
Maria Yasmin and Datuk Faridah

Merican and songs by Lim Chuang
Yik and Teng Ky Gan arranged by
Raymond Kong

Lim and Teng the duo behind two
acclaimedmusicals Broken Bridges
and TunRu TheMusical are back
together working on a production after
a two year hiatus The duo share that

the process of writing the songs for this
musical Teng writes the lyrics and
Lim the music is a departure from
their previous approach of borrowing
fromWestern musicals

His lyrics and the tonality of my
music I can say that this is ourselves
at our most original says Lim Mark
has written a very powerful story and
what we have done is introduce songs
to support his narrative

As the story is largely sombre
emotive and reflective the challenge
Teng says was to not make the songs
too soppy Lim adds We started with
the essence of each song why the
song is there what s it for and how
we can best evoke certain feelings
From there we went to the lyrics and
music

It makes the play much more
interesting in the sense that there are
so many varying degrees of emotion
and it translates very nicely to how the
lyrics are done and how the music is
written And there s a huge variety of
music

Quips Teng We re more
experienced now And also following
the same formula would just produce
the same style which is very epic
But this musical demands a bit more

thinking This is very experimental
and since it s going to be staged at
The Actors Studio we cannot use the
same formula The whole staging is
very intimate and it s not meant to
have large soaring voices or large
orchestration

Essentially it s a Mark Beau de Silva
play withmusic People will be amazed
at how a story like that can be made
into a musical says Lim
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